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cally no sacrifice, the second very little, the third a substantial
amount, and the fourth a great deal. I suggest, therefore,
that, in the passage cited on p. 89, Sidgwick's instinct was a
true one. An equal sacrifice income tax would require large
incomes to be taxed at much higher percentage rates than
moderate incomes. Even if only a small revenue were re-
quired, not far from the whole excess amount by which large
incomes exceed, say £5000, would need to be absorbed into
the Treasury.
§ 18. Professor Irving Fisher has discovered and published
a method by which it may prove feasible to deduce from
statistics of prices and family budgets important information
about the shape of income-utility curves.1 To the best of
my judgement this method is theoretically valid, but much
laborious statistical work will need to be done before it can
yield practical fruit. It is, none the less, interesting to learn
from Professor Fisher that the results of a preliminary and
partial application made by him to certain statistics of the
United States Bureau of Labour " confirm the common idea
that progressive rather than regressive taxation of incomes
is justified ".2
§ 19. It remains to make one final observation. If we
decide that the income-utility curve is a rectangular hyper-
bola, this carries with it the implication that, for equal sacri-
fice, proportionate taxes should be imposed whatever the
amount of revenue required. Should we decide, however,
that the income-utility curve is not a rectangular hyperbola,
and that, therefore, something other than proportionate taxa-
tion is needed, the relation between the formulae appropriate
to different quantities of revenue will not be thus simple.
This point has some practical importance, because it is often
tacitly assumed that, if a given tax scale is equitable in respect
of one amount of revenue, a scale in which all the rates im-
posed are increased in an equal proportion must necessarily
be equitable when 10 per cent or 50 per cent more revenue
is needed. Pressed to the extreme, indeed, this thesis mani-
festly breaks down. For example, while a rate of 10s. 6d. in
the £ for the highest incomes may well be equitable in relation
1	Cf. A Statistical Method for Measuring Marginal Utitity and Testing the
Justice of a Progressive Income Tax (1927),
2	log. cit. p. 193.

